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CONTRAINDICATIONS, PRECAUTIONS, 
AND SIDE EFFECTS

 Th ere are no risks associated with reiki. Due to the light touch or  simple 
hovering of the hands above the body,  there is no manipulation as with other 
therapeutic touch or manual modalities. Th erefore,  there are also no contra-
indications associated with reiki.

CREDENTIALING

No license is required to practice reiki. Certifi cations are available online 
and in- person and are recommended to receive the proper training. Level one 
reiki certifi cation can be obtained in a one- weekend intensive course.  Th ose 
seeking further training can receive two additional levels in order to become 
a reiki master, also known as the highest level of certifi cation.

REIKI AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Any occupational therapist can incorporate reiki without a certifi cation 
or extensive training. A private practice or outpatient setting where  there is 
ample space and an increased likelihood of a quiet, distraction- free environ-
ment is best for reiki.

Th erapists may incorporate the use of reiki into occupational therapy 
treatment as a preparatory activity to encourage relaxation and decrease pain 
for engagement in functional tasks. Reiki can be combined with lifestyle rede-
sign, symptom management, emotion regulation, self- care training, life skills, 
leisure exploration, and more.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR PRACTICE

Th erapists do not need any tools or equipment to guide patients through 
reiki. Th erapists would benefi t from providing patients with a quiet, private 
room where both parties can focus and feel comfortable during the pro cess. 
Patients receiving reiki oft en need to lay down or remain seated, so thera-
pists should have a cushioned padded treatment  table or mat with blankets 
to make patients comfortable. While full reiki sessions require patients to re-
ceive energy from another person (therapist to patient),  there are short reiki 
sequences that therapists can teach patients to elicit similar benefi ts outside 
of therapy sessions. Th erapists can give patients visual images or videos for 
reference to help them complete  these sequences in between sessions as part 
of their self- care routine.


